Gated magnetic resonance imaging of acute myocardial ischemia in dogs: application of multiecho techniques and contrast enhancement with GD DTPA.
ECG gated magnetic resonance images were obtained in six canines prior to and immediately following occlusion of either the LAD or circumflex coronary artery using a surgically placed snare. Multiecho and single-echo acquisition techniques were utilized 0.25 mmol/kg Gd DTPA was injected as an IV bolus 1 hr following coronary artery ligation. In two animals, the region of ischemic myocardium was clearly visualized on multiecho technique without the use of intravenous contrast. The ischemic zone could be best identified on images with a long TE of 120 msec. Contrast enhancement with Gd DTPA enabled visualization of the ischemic myocardium in all six canines. Administration of Gd DTPA, a perfusion agent, improved both detectability and definition of the myocardial lesions.